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ABSTRACT

The genetic algorithm �GA� heuristic is used to �nd
near optimal solutions for an NP�complete variation of
the minimum spanning tree problem� Given a set of
vertices V � a cost function c�V�V����� and a col�
lection of subsets of V � fX�� ���� Xmg� a graph G with
vertex set V is called feasible if every Xi induces a con�
nected subgraph of G � The minimum subset intercon�
nection design problem is to �nd a feasible graph with
a minimum cost� A GA solution is compared to two re�
cently developed approximate solution techniques� and
is shown to produce superior results�
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INTRODUCTION

The minimum subset interconnection design problem is
de�ned as follows� Given a set of vertices V � a cost
function c�V�V����� and a collection of subsets of
V � fX�� ���� Xmg� a graph G with vertex set V is called
feasible if every Xi induces a connected subgraph of G �
This means that for any two elements u and v in Xi

there is some u�v path in G consisting only of vertices of
Xi � The minimum subset interconnection design prob�
lem is to �nd a feasible graph with a minimum cost� In
this paper we investigate the genetic algorithm �GA� as
a heuristic technique for �nding optimal or near optimal
solutions to this problem�

A wide range of applications can be thought of as inter�
connection design problems� An example is the design of
vacuum systems as presented by Du and Miller���	� An�
other example relates to establishing communications
networks where some subset of sites needs to be inter�
nally connected� Prisner ��
	 gives an excellent example
of communicating networks between employees�

The Interconnection design problem is NP�complete
���	� Special cases of the problem that are not NP�
complete are detailed in���� �
	 and summarized below�

�� When m� the number of given subsets� is equal to
�� the problem reduces to the classical minimum
spanning tree problem�



�� K�u�v�� for u� v � V and u �� v � is the number
of subsets� Xi � containing both vertices u and
v � When the maximum value of K�u�v� over all
u� v � V is equal to �� the problem is solvable in
polynomial time�

� Let P � the maximum value of jXi j� i � � � ����m�
where jXi j is the cardinality of Xi � When P��� the
problem is solvable in polynomial time� If P � 
the problem becomes NP�complete�

Prisner ��
	 recently developed two algorithms for ap�
proximately solving the subset interconnection design
problem� His �rst algorithm begins with an edge�
less graph G�V ���� and adds new edges consecutively�
Edges are chosen based on the total cost�bene�t ra�
tio� At every stage of the graph G � the edge v�w with
maximum u�vw �G��c�vw� is chosen until this maxi�
mum quotient equals zero� The total bene�t of edge
v�w � denoted by u�vw�G�� is given by

P
m

i��
ui�vw�G��

where ui �vw �G� � � if Xi does not contain both v and
w or if both v and w lie in some common connected
component of the actual graph G �Xi	� and otherwise�
ui�vw �G� � � � The cost of edge v�w is denoted by
c�vw�� We will refer to Prisner�s �rst algorithm as al�
gorithm P�� The time�complexity of algorithm P� is
O�n� �mn� �� where n is the number of vertices�

Prisner�s second algorithm also constructs the edges�
one at a time ��
	� First� the algorithm computes the
function K�u�v� and the �modi�ed costs� c�uv��K �u� v�
for u� v � V and u �� v � Next� the algorithm �nds a
�c�K��minimum spanning tree of X� � Then� it com�
pletes the already existing edges in X� � to obtain a con�
nected spanning subgraph� This is repeated for X� �
and so on� We will refer to Prisner�s second algorithm
as algorithm P�� The time�complexity of algorithm P�
is O�n� �log n �m��n� � n���� where � denotes the in�
verse of the Ackerman function� According to Prisner
��
	� algorithmP� seems to be faster than algorithmP��
however algorithm P� generally gives better results�

For example� in Figure �� four feasible graphs are shown
for a set of �� vertices and a collection of �� subsets� The
cost matrix and the subsets are shown in Figure ��a� and
Figure ��b�� respectively� Solutions shown in Figure ��c�
and Figure ��d� were produced using our implementa�
tion of Prisner�s Algorithms� P� and P�� respectively�
Figure ��e� and Figure ��f� show superior solutions from
our genetic algorithm� which we describe below�

GENETIC ALGORITHMS

Genetic Algorithms �GA� are based on the principles
of natural genetics and survival of the �ttest� Genetic
algorithms search for solutions by emulating biological
selection and reproduction� In a GA the parameters
of the model to be optimized are encoded into a �nite

length string� usually a string of bits� Each parameter
is represented by a portion of the string� The string
is called a chromosome� and each bit is called a gene�
Each string is given a measure of ��tness� by a �tness
function� sometimes called the objective or evaluation
function� The �tness of a chromosome determines its
ability to survive and reproduce o�spring� The �least
�t� or weakest chromosomes of the population are dis�
placed by more �t chromosomes� Genetic Algorithms
are applicable to a wide variety of problems� In par�
ticular� genetic algorithms have been very successful in
obtaining near�optimal solutions to many di�erent com�
binatorial optimization problems ��� � �� �� �� �� ��� ��	�

Genetic algorithm packages for a single processor have
been available for several years� The research reported
here made use of LibGA �
	� a GA package developed in
house� Davis� Goldberg and Rawlins provide an excel�
lent in depth study of genetic algorithms ��� �� ��� ��	�
It is assumed the reader is generally familiar with the
fundamentals of genetic algorithms�

PROBLEM ENCODING AND

EVALUATION FUNCTION

A graph G��V �E � can be represented by an adjacency
matrix A� with entries that are either � or �� The value
of aij is � if there is an edge between vi and vj � other�
wise aij is �� Our chromosome representation of G is a
bit�string corresponding to the upper triangular part of
the adjacency matrix in row major order� The length of
the chromosome is �xed at n�n � ����� where n is the
number of vertices in the graph�

To evaluate the �tness of a chromosome� the graph the
chromosome represents is checked for feasibility with re�
spect to all of the subsets Xi � ��i�m� and then the
cost of the edges is summed� One di�cult feature of the
subset interconnection design problem is that the feasi�
bility constraint is a hard constraint rather than a soft
constraint� That is� breaking this constraint renders a
solution infeasible� Several researchers have developed
solutions for the infeasible chromosome problem� The
chromosome repair technique used by Liepins et al� ��	
and later by Davis et al� ��	 is one example� Sekharan
et al� ���	 developed a technique where the infeasible
chromosomes are kept in a separate pool� He proba�
bilistically �mated� chromosomes from the feasible pool
with chromosomes from the infeasible pool�

Our algorithm uses the chromosome repair technique
when the chromosome is infeasible� This algorithm is
described below� The following steps are performed un�
til the chromosome is feasible�



�� Select a subset Xi for � � i � m�

�� While the chromosome is infeasible with respect to
subset Xi do steps ���

� Select a vertex u � Xi at random�

�� Find the closure C of u in G with respect to Xi �
The closure C of u in G with respect to Xi is the
set of vertices in Xi that can be reached in G from
u using only vertices in Xi �


� Select a vertex v � Xi �C at random�

�� Add the edge u�v to the graph G �

�� Add the cost of the edge u�v to the cost of the
graph�

We developed three strategies for the selection of the
subsets described in step � above�

a� Sequential selection� for i�������m select subset Xi �

b� Sorted selection� sort the subsets in increasing or�
der according to cardinality and then do sequential
selection�

c� Random selection� randomly pick a permutationP �
of the m subsets and then select subset Xi where
i	P �j 	 for � � j � m�

Notice that the while loop �steps ��� can be rather ex�
pensive� However� this allows the algorithm to consider
a larger number of potential solutions�

TEST PROBLEMS AND RE�

SULTS

The generational genetic algorithm model was executed
using four combinations of single point and uniform
crossovers� each with �xed and adaptive mutation rates�
The crossover rate is ���� The mutation rate is ���
and the selection strategy for the generational GA was
roulette ��tness proportionate��

Table � shows the results of running algorithms P�
and P�� as developed by Prisner��
	� and our genetic al�
gorithm for �� di�erent random distributions of vertices
and subsets� The number of vertices is � and the num�
ber of subsets is ���� For all �� data sets� one random
distribution of vertices is generated� and the Euclidean
distance between the vertices is used as the cost of con�
necting the vertices� Then� for each data set� a random
distribution of subsets was produced� The size of each
subset was randomly selected in the range from � to the
number of vertices�

In each of the �� data sets tested� the generational ge�
netic algorithm with uniform crossover and adaptive

mutation rate outperformed algorithms P� and P�� No�
tice that the GA using adaptive mutation consistently
performed better than �xed mutation regardless of the
crossover method used�

Table � shows the results for a total of � runs on eight
di�erent sets of vertices� The cardinalities of the eight
sets of vertices range from n�
 to n��� in increments
of 
� For each set V of vertices� four di�erent collec�
tions of subsets of V were generated� The �rst collec�
tion of subsets contained ��jV j subsets of V � Similarly�
the second� third and fourth collections of subsets of
V contained ��jV j� �jV j� and ��jV j subsets of V � re�
spectively� In addition� for the case where jV j�
� a
collection of ��
���� subsets of V was generated and
tested� Similarly� for the case where jV j���� a collection
of ������� subsets of V was generated and tested� In
each case� the size of each subset was randomly gener�
ated in the range from � to jV j� the number of vertices�

In all � cases tested� at least one of our genetic al�
gorithms outperformed algorithm P�� In �� of the �
cases� at least one of our genetic algorithms produced
the same or better results than algorithm P�� In the
remaining � cases� all occurring when n is large and the
number of subsets is relatively small� the GA did not
do as well as algorithm P�� On the other hand� when
the number of subsets is increased� the GA consistently
produced better results�

CONCLUSION

To the authors� knowledge a genetic algorithm imple�
mentation for the subset interconnection design prob�
lem has not been implemented before� Prisner ��
	 has
recently developed two near optimal algorithms for this
problem� We developed a genetic algorithm for the sub�
set interconnection design problem and tested it on a
variety of problems comparing our results to Prisner�s
algorithms� Our GA exhibited superior results in nearly
all of the cases tested� We determined that our best
GA to solve this problem uses uniform crossover with
adaptive mutation� Our three selection strategies to se�
quence the selection of the subsets in order to convert
an infeasible chromosome to a feasible chromosome were
indistinguishable in their results� No one algorithm ap�
peared to be any better than the others� Prisner�s al�
gorithms run in the order of minutes and our GA runs
in the order of hours� Because the GA yields superior
results in most cases� we recommend that researchers
run the GA as well as Prisner�s algorithms to obtain
the best result possible�
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Algorithm P� ��� ��
� ���� ��� ���� ���� ���� ���� ��� ��
Algorithm P� ��� 
��� 
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��� ���� ��
� �� 
���
Genetic Alg�

Crossover Mut�
Single pt Adapt ��� ����� ���� ���� ���� ��� ���� ���� �� ����
Uniform Adapt ��� ���� ����� �
� ���� ���� ���� ����� 

� ����
Single pt Fixed ���� ���� ��

 ���� ���� ��

 ���� ��
� ��
� ����
Uniform Fixed ��� �

 �
�� ���� ��
� ��
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Table �� Subset Interconnection Design problem for � nodes and ��� subsets� A ��� indicates the best�
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Figure �� Subset Interconnection Design problem for �� nodes and �� subsets� �a� The cost matrix� �b� The subsets
of V � �c� Algorithm P� with a cost of 
�� �d� Algorithm P� with a cost of 
�
� �e� Genetic Algorithm with uniform
crossover with a cost of ���� �f� Genetic Algorithm with single point crossover with a cost of 
���


